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The function of adaptive front-lighting system is to improve the lighting condition of the road ahead and driving safety at night.The
current system seldom considers characteristics of the driver’s preview behavior and eye movement. To solve this problem, an AFS
algorithmmodeling a driver’s preview behavior was proposed. According to the vehicle’s state, the driver’s manipulating input, and
the vehicle’s future state change which resulted from the driver’s input, a dynamic predictive algorithm of the vehicle’s future track
was established based on an optimal preview acceleration model. Then, an experiment on the change rule of the driver’s preview
distance with different speeds and different road curvatures was implemented with the eye tracker and the calibration method of
the driver’s preview time was established. On the basis of these above theories and experiments, the preview time was introduced to
help predict the vehicle’s future track and an AFS algorithm modeling the driver’s preview behavior was built. Finally, a simulation
analysis of the AFS algorithmwas carried out. By analyzing the change process of the headlamp’s lighting region while bend turning
which was controlled by the algorithm, its control effect was verified to be precise.

1. Introduction

AFS (adaptive front-lighting system) is a front-lighting sys-
tem that can change the light pattern and illumination area
according to the vehicle’s state such as the velocity, the
steering wheel angle, and road environment to light the road
ahead effectively so as to reduce accidents at night. According
to AFS productions of international companies and research
institutes’ research findings and directions currently, the
classic algorithm of AFS can be divided into the following
four categories.

(1) The AFS Algorithm Based on the ECER123 Regulation
[1]. The basic demand of this algorithm was to control the
deflection angle of the headlamp at an allowed range of the
regulation. Strambersky et al. (European Lighting Technol-
ogy Centre of Visteon Company) used Ackerman steering
geometry principle to calculate the headlamp’s deflection
angle in the regulation’s allowed range [2]. The algorithm

based on the regulation needed to be improved in accuracy
and trajectory prediction.

(2) The AFS Algorithm Based on Brake Safety. The algorithm
used the stopping sight distance to calculate arc length and
the stopping sight distance was larger than brake distance to
make sure that the driver would observe the obstacle in front.
Huang, Lifu and Qian, Yu, Deng, Mclaughlin et al., and Rong
et al. had used similar methods in their studies [3–8]. The
design based on brake safety could ensure the safety, but the
headlamp’s lighting location had a lag relative to the vehicle’s
location.

(3) The AFS Algorithm Based on Early Lighting. When a car
was driven on the curve, the headlamp should be lighted on
the location where the car would arrive at after a while. This
kind of research solved the problem to some extent that the
headlamp illumination direction had a lag compared to the
driving direction [9, 10].This kind of AFS can be divided into
nonpredictive AFS and predictive AFS.
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(a) Nonpredictive AFS. Koji Ishiguro and Yuji Yamada who
were in Denso and Toyota in Japan studied the relationship
between vehicles’ speed and drivers’ fixation distance during
bend driving in the day time.They concluded that the fixation
distance got larger while the speed increased. By studying
drivers’ reaction time in dangerous circumstances such as
collision, they regarded 𝑡 = 3 s as an appropriate time which
they used in their AFS algorithm [11]. Nonpredictive AFS
could improve the lighting condition of the road ahead to
some extent, but it could only use the current steering wheel
angle and velocity to estimate the vehicle’s transient current
trajectory and then calculate the headlamp’s deflection angle.
When the road’s curvature changed a lot, the beam might
deflect too slow in the corner and even deflected to a wrong
direction at an S-curve.

(b) Predictive AFS. By GPS, electronic map, CCD which per-
ceived the traffic environment information including vehicle
locations, road types, lane numbers and road curvatures,
and vehicles’ state information which was used to predict
cars’ future track, the P-AFS controlled the headlamp in
advance. Ibrahim of Visteon applied for the patent which
was called “Predictive adaptive front lighting algorithm for
branching road geometry,” Patent number US 7558822 B2
[10]. They matched the GPS information with the database
of electronic map to confirm the vehicle’s current location
and predict the road’s information such as road type, lane
numbers, and curvature and road branches and finally cal-
culated the headlamp deflection angle by P-AFS algorithm.
Kim et al. in Korea (2010) proposed a new method of P-
AFS which was called curvature estimated swivel in their
paper [12]. By using the existing devices such as LDWs to
replace the GPS to predict road curvature, the headlamp’s
deflection angle was calculated. Predictive AFS solved the
nonpredictive AFS’s error problem to some extent when the
road’s curvature changed a lot, but it did not take the driver’s
visual characteristics into consideration.

(4) The AFS Algorithm Based on the Driver’s Vision in the
Corner. Many researchers have studied the driver’s sight
movement in a bend or crossing [13–15]. Although these
researches aimed to study the driver’s fixation behavior while
not providing information for the development or design of
AFS, they had some guiding significances for the design of
AFS.

On the basis of these experiments, Young et al. used the
regular pattern of heads’ turning angle at daytime and night
to guide the design of AFS [16], but the paper did notmention
the specific algorithm of AFS and the precision could not be
ensured because of the limit of measuring devices.

Considering the regulation and safety, the algorithm of
AFS currently estimated the vehicles’ future driving track
according to vehicles’ moving states, traffic environment,
and drivers’ wheel input. Then the AFS algorithm controlled
the headlamp’s deflection angle to illuminate the estimated
driving track in advance. But most of these algorithms
assumed that the speed and thewheel angle would not change
and assumed the driving track as a circle. According to Zhang
et al.’s study on vehicles’ lateralmoving characteristics [17–19],

the possible variation of vehicles’ longitude and lateral speed
was not considered which would also result in the change of
driving track. In some circumstances such as in a curve entry,
in a curve exit in an irregular road, or the driver’s acceleration
or deceleration to pass a varying curve, the algorithm could
not predict the future driving track well and the effect of AFS
was not very well.

Meanwhile, as the most important active safety device,
the headlamp’s main effect is to provide illumination for the
road ahead. Hence, the AFS should satisfy the safety demand,
ensure that the driver’s concerned region is fully illuminated,
and must not influence the driver’s fixation behavior. Its
illumination effect also has a direct relationship with the
driver’s eye comfort. Compared to a good environmental
illumination condition such as in the daytime, it should
not additionally increase the driver’s visual fatigue. In this
aspect, although some researches have used the statistic rule
of drivers’ visual field to control the headlamp’s deflection, in
the practical application, thismethodwhichwas totally based
on the statistic rule cannot ensure the safety.

Based on the considerations above, an AFS algorithm
considering the driver’s preview behavior was proposed.
The vehicle’s kinematics and dynamics characteristics were
used comprehensively to calculate the vehicle’s future track
which was more reliable than the method purely based
on the vehicle’s state information the headlamp’s deflection
lag and direction error was avoided. Under the premise of
ensuring safety, parameters of the driver’s fixation behaviors
were introduced to increase the measuring precision of the
driver’s visual statistical rule by using the eye tracker and
the headlamp’s illumination is more in compliance with the
driver’s fixation behavior. This paper proposes an original
technology route; the work was first carried out in early 2010,
and it has obtained national invention patents [20].

2. AFS Algorithm Considering the Driver’s
Preview Behavior

2.1. AFS Algorithm. By modeling the driver’s preview behav-
ior at a bend, the vehicle’s future track in a period of time
was predicted according to the vehicle’s current state and the
vehicle’s steady state response characteristics to the driver’s
wheel, gas pedal, or brake pedal input. Simultaneously, the
driver’s fixation location on the future track was determined
according to drivers’ preview behavior rule (the rule of
fixation location or preview spot) at real bends; then the head-
lamp’s deflection angle was controlled and the location was
illuminated effectively. The technical route of the algorithm
was shown in Figure 1.

The algorithm simulated the driver’s preview behavior at
a large curvature bend and an integral algorithm to predict
the vehicle’s track was proposed. The algorithm was based
on the hypothesis of steady preview and dynamic correction
[21]. According to the vehicle’s current state and its possible
change which resulted from the driver’s inputs, the vehicle’s
future track was predicted by the algorithm [22]. As Figure 2
showed, the vehicle’s coordinate system at current time 𝑡 was
the reference coordinate system. The preview time 𝑡𝑝 was
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Figure 2: The coordinate system.

evenly divided into 𝐽 pieces (Δ𝑡𝑝 = 𝑡𝑝/𝐽). During the preview
time, the longitudinal and lateral acceleration which resulted
from the driver’s wheel or gas pedal input were the same.

Because every time piece is quite short, the mutual effect
of the vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral movement can be
neglected.On the basis of the vehicle’s state (location, velocity,
and acceleration) at the initial moment of the time piece,
the vehicle’s state at the end of the time piece was calculated
using the rigid body kinematics principle [23].Then from the
moment 𝑡, every time piece’s vehicle state could be calculated.
As (1) showed (at the time piece 𝑗, the initial moment is 𝑡𝑗 −1
and the endmoment is 𝑡𝑗), the combination of the location at
every time formed the vehicle’s future track in 𝑡𝑝 time:
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The coordinate transformation matrix is

𝐴𝑗0 = (
cos𝜑𝑗 − sin𝜑𝑗
sin𝜑𝑗 cos𝜑𝑗

) . (2)

𝜑 is path angle which is calculated by

𝜑𝑗 = 𝜑𝑗−1 +

̈𝑦𝑗
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⋅ Δ𝑡𝑝. (3)
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Figure 3: Adaptive front-lighting system deflection angle calcula-
tion mathematical model.

𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐽; (𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗), (�̇�𝑗, ̇𝑦𝑗), and (�̈�𝑗, ̈𝑦𝑗) were the
vehicle’s location, the vehicle’s velocity, and the vehicle’s
steady acceleration at time 𝑡𝑗; 𝜑𝑗 was the vehicle’s course angle
at time 𝑡𝑗. The vehicle’s coordinate system at current time 𝑡
(𝑡0) was the reference coordinate system. During the preview
time, the longitudinal and lateral acceleration which resulted
from the driver’s wheel or gas pedal input were the same.

Then the vehicle’s mass centre coordinate (𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗) after the
preview time 𝑡𝑝 can be calculated at the coordinate system
of current time 𝑡. As Figure 3 showed, the point was the
driver’s preview location at current time 𝑡 and the headlamp’s
deflection angle 𝜃 which was the angle between the vehicle’s
predicted location and the vehicle’s longitudinal axis was
calculated by

𝜃 = arctan
𝑦𝐽 − 𝑦0

𝑥𝐽 − 𝑥0

. (4)

Based on the above theory, the measurement of the pre-
view distance for real drivers was conducted. By the advanced
eye tracker, the driver’s fixation behavior was recorded when
the driver drove through the bend. The driver’s gazing
direction was analyzed and the average value of the preview
distance was calculated. Then an empirical equation of the
relationship between preview distance, preview time and
velocity, and road curvature was proposed and the preview
time for the AFS algorithm was modified.
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Table 1: The experiment velocity and the curvature radius.

Radius of curvature (m) Velocity (km/h)
20 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

30 20, 30, 40

40 20, 30, 40

Figure 4: Driver’s gaze point position comparison chart when
“being close to the bend.”

3. The Experiment Measurement and Change
Rule Study on the Driver’s Preview Distance

3.1. Experiment Measurement

3.1.1. Experiment Equipment. SmartEye Pro eye tracker
(sample frequency: 60Hz), A JETTA car made by FAW-
Volkswagon, a 12V spare battery, meter ruler, the adhesive
tape to make the lane, and others.

3.1.2. Experiment Conditions. Eight drivers with normal
vision. Three quarter-circle lanes with curvature radius of
20m, 30m, and 40m were used as the experiment road.
With every lane, the experiment was done for three times
repeatedly. Before the formal experiment, every driver did 10-
minute exercise. The experiment velocity and the curvature
radius were shown in Table 1.

3.1.3. The Definition of Fixation Location. The SmartEye Pro
eye tracker recorded the driver’s raw eye movement data.
According to the thresholds of eye movement parameters
set up by the users, the fixation and saccade behaviors were
confirmed. Meanwhile, by the corresponding software, the
video of the driving scene was replayed and the fixation
location (the green circle in Figure 4) was spotted on the
driving scene.

The threshold settings of eye movement were as follows:

(1) the threshold of visual angle deviation: 2 deg.;
(2) the eyeball movement velocity threshold during fixa-

tion: 15∘/s, which was the highest velocity of eyeball
movement during a fixation;

(3) the eyeball movement velocity threshold during sac-
cade: 35∘/s, which was the lowest velocity of eyeball
movement during a saccade;

(4) the fixation duration threshold: 200ms.

According to the road environment, the state change of
the vehicle, the fixation location (visual angle), and its change

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Driver’s gaze point position comparison chart before and
after into the corner: (a) is before into the corner, and (b) is after.

in the driving scene video, the entire driving process was
divided into four sections: “straight lane,” “being close to the
bend,” “entering the bend,” and “being out of the bend.”

“Straight lane”: in this section, the entire bend was shown
in the driver’s visual field. Repeated experiments showed
that the driver would sweep the bend and form a rough
impression of the available track; then the fixation location
would be a few meters away from the vehicle as shown in
Figure 4.

In the section of “being close to the bend,” because the
vehicle’s movement state had not changed, the nonpredictive
AFS algorithm could not predict the bend ahead and activate
the AFS bend lighting function.

“Entering the bend”: as shown in Figure 5 (there were
three frames intervals between two images which meant the
time interval was 0.05 s). There was a saccade in almost all
experiments when the driver just drove from the “being close
to the bend” section to the “entering the bend” section. It was
also shown in the driver’s eye movement data that there was a
saccade in the moment.This saccade behavior was defined as
the boundary between the “being close to the bend” section
and the “entering the bend” section. After this saccade, the
lane area was defined as the “entering the bend” section.

In the “entering the bend” section, the driver needed to
steer and the AFS needed to activate bend lighting function
and control the headlamp’s deflection according to some
rules. So according to the purpose of this experiment and our
algorithm’s parameters’ need, this sectionwas the emphasis of
our study.

“Being out of the bend”: the driver would brake when he
were going to be out of the bend. This section would not be
analyzed in detail.

3.1.4. The Preview Distance Calculation and the Analysis of Its
Changing Rule. The preview distance was calculated in the
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Figure 6: The eye tracking system’s installation location.
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Figure 7: The world coordinate system and gaze direction angle.

“entering the entrance” section during the driving process.
The fixation point in the front near the centre line of the
road was defined as the preview point. The SmartEye Pro
system was installed as shown in Figure 6. The definition of
the SmartEye Pro world coordinate system was as follows:
the connection line between number 2 camera and number
3 camera in SmartEye Pro system was the 𝑋-axis of the
world coordinate, the midpoint of the connection line was
the coordinate origin, and the𝑌-axis was in the vertical plane.
The coordinate system was shown in Figure 7.

As shown above, the angle 𝛼 between the gaze direction’s
projection in XOZ plane and the negative direction of the
world coordinate’s𝑍-axis (the positive direction of the vehicle
coordinate’s 𝑋 direction) was the gaze direction’s horizontal
direction angle. The angle 𝛽 between the gaze direction and
the horizontal plane was the gaze direction’s vertical angle.

The gaze direction’s horizontal angle is

𝛼 = arctan GazeDirection.𝑥
−GazeDirection.𝑧

. (5)

The gaze direction’s vertical angle is

𝛽 = arcsin GazeDirection.𝑧. (6)

GazeDirection.𝑥(𝑦, 𝑧) was the projection of the unit
vector along the gaze direction on the 𝑋(𝑌, 𝑍) axis of the
world coordinate system.

According to the gaze direction and the gaze origin in
the world coordinate system, the preview point’s coordinate
could be calculated in the world coordinate system as shown
in Figure 8. The distance away from the driver which was the
preview distance could be calculated by (7) (the vehicle’s roll
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Figure 8: Preview distance calculation schematic.

Table 2: Preview distance data under 40m bend radius.

Data operation Bend radius (20m)
10 km/h 15 km/h 20 km/h 25 km/h 30 km/h

Mean 9.6253 9.7248 9.8515 10.0431 10.1059
Variance 1.0292 0.9282 0.8827 0.8319 1.2074
Maximum 7.5492 7.7634 8.0599 8.0124 8.2775
Minimum 12.3558 12.0545 12.1912 12.4505 12.1334

Table 3: Preview distance data under 20 km/h velocity.

Data operation Velocity (20 km/h)
30m 40m

Mean 9.4637 11.3121
Variance 1.8896 1.4886
Maximum 6.6242 7.6275
Minimum 12.7901 13.9346

and pitchmovement were neglected).The detailed data of the
preview distance was shown in Tables 2 and 3:

𝑑𝑝 = (GazeOriginy + ℎ)
GazeDirection.𝑧
GazeDirection.𝑦

. (7)

ℎ is the vertical height of the world coordinate system’s
origin away from the ground; GazeOrigin.𝑦 is the 𝑦 coordi-
nate of the gaze origin; GazeDirection.𝑧 is the 𝑧 coordinate of
the unit vector along the gaze direction; GazeDirection.𝑦 is
the 𝑦 coordinate of the unit vector along the gaze direction.

When the road curvature radius was 20m, the preview
distance increased slowly from 9,6253m to 10.1059m with
the adding of the velocity. When the velocity was constantly
20 km/h, the driver’s preview distance increased too while
the road curvature radius increased from 30m to 40m.
Noh et al. had used the preview time and the response of
neuromuscular system as main human factors to study the
preview distance at different velocities and different road
curvatures whose conclusion was similar to ours [24].

The experiment’s result was consistent with the previous
test’s conclusion.With the consideration of the characteristics
of the preview distance’s distribution and change rule, the
preview distance-velocity regression analysis was done to get
the preview distance-velocity empirical equation (9). At the
speed of 20 km/h, according to the preview distance data with
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the curvature radius of 30m and 40m, the preview distance-
curvature radius empirical equation (10) was gotten by liner
fitting. The fitting line is

𝑦 = 0.025𝑥 + 9.358. (8)

𝑦 is the preview distance; 𝑥 is velocity;𝑅 is the correlation
coefficient, 𝑅2 = 0.98082, and the observed value 𝑟 =

0.99036. 𝑛 = 5; with the significance level 𝑎 = 0.05, 𝑟 =

0.99036 > 𝑟0.05 (𝑛 − 2) = 0.878; the regression result was
obvious and the hypothesis “the velocity change will affect
the driver’s preview distance”was confirmed. To be consistent
with previous described parameters, the empirical equation
(𝑟 = 20m) was rewritten as follows:

𝑑𝑝 = 0.025V + 9.358, 𝑟 = 20m, (9)

where V is velocity, km/h, 𝑟 is curvature radius, and 𝑑𝑝 is the
preview distance.

At the speed of 20Km/h, the empirical equation of the
preview distance-curvature radius was as follows:

𝑑𝑝 = 0.185𝑟 + 1.529, V = 20 km/h. (10)

According to the relationship between the preview time
and the preview distance, 𝑑𝑝 = V𝑡𝑝, the empirical equation of
the preview time was as follows:

𝑡𝑝 = 0.09 +
33.689

V
, 𝑟 = 20m, (11)

𝑡𝑝 = 0.0333𝑟 + 0.2752, V = 20 km/h. (12)

According to (11), the preview time calculated under the
speed of 10 km/h, 15 km/h, 20 km/h, 25 km/h, and 30km/h
was 3.489 s, 2.336 s, 1.774 s, 1.438 s, and 1.213 s, respectively;
the average preview time is 1.70 s. According to (12), the
average preview time is 1.44 s. Then (11) and (12) as empirical
equations of the preview time simulating the driver’s preview
behavior were used to replace the fixed preview time 𝑡𝑝 in the
AFS algorithm to confirm the location of the driver’s preview
point where the vehicle would arrive after the preview time.
Then the headlamp’s deflection angle could be calculated.

4. The Simulation Analysis of
the AFS Algorithm Simulating the Driver’s
Preview Behavior

4.1. The Headlamp’s Light Distribution. The optical analysis
software LucidShape was used to simulate the headlamp’s
light distribution and acquire the headlamp’s isolux curve
on the ground. In the following simulation process, the
envelope area of the isolux curve at a certain illumination
was regarded as the headlamp’s irradiation area. According
to the relative relationship between the area and the road, the
control effect of the algorithm was verified by the headlamp’s
irradiation effect. With the reference of ECE regulation, a
dipped headlight in accordance with the ECE regulation was
chosen in our simulation and its optical structure was not
changed. The dipped headlight’s location settings were as
follows.
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Figure 9: The simulation result of the headlamp’s illumination on
the road.
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Figure 10: The envelope area of 321x isolux curve.

(1) The headlamps were installed in front of the vehicle
and the headlamps were 1.2m apart and were sym-
metrically on both sides of the vehicle’s longitudinal
axis.

(2) The installation height of headlamps was 0.65m.

The simulation result of the headlamp’s illumination on
the road was shown in Figure 9. The coordinate origin was
the midpoint of the vehicle’s forefront. The horizontal and
vertical coordinates were horizontal and vertical locations
relative to the vehicle (unit m); different colors represented
different illuminations.

Meanwhile, because the road’s curvature radius was rela-
tively small in our simulation, to clearly verify our algorithm’s
irradiation effect, the envelope area of 321x isolux curve was
drawn in LabVIEW as the headlamp’s irradiation area which
was shown in Figure 10.

4.2. The Algorithm Verification. The vehicle model, driver
model, and road model of CarSim were used in the simu-
lation. The AFS algorithm and the real-time display of the
headlamp’s deflection angle, beam location, and irradiation
effect were realized in LabVIEW. By the cosimulation of
CarSim and LabVIEW, the bend driving simulating real
environment was achieved. According to the calculated
headlamp’s deflection angle, irradiation area, and the vehicle’s
future track, the algorithm’s control effect was verified.
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Figure 11:The headlamp’s deflection angle and steering wheel angle.

4.2.1. Simulation Conditions and Parameters. The vehicle’s
speed was 30 km/h, the curvature radius of the bend was
20m, and the preview time 𝑡𝑝 (𝑠) was as follows:

𝑡𝑝 = 0.09 +
33.689

V
= 1.213. (13)

4.2.2. The Simulation Result Analysis. The headlamp’s beam
deflection angle of our algorithm was shown in Figure 11.
The dotted line represented the wheel’s steering angle and the
solid line stood for the headlamp’s deflection angle. It was
shown that the deflection angle calculated by our algorithm
could follow the wheel’s steering angle very well. In other
words, the algorithm could respond to the change of vehicle
state quite well and controlled the headlamp’s deflection
angle. The control effect of the algorithm was shown in
Figure 12. The dotted line represented the fixed headlamp
beam.

It was shown in Figure 12 that the predicted track of our
algorithmwas close to the road’s centre line whichmeant that
the track prediction’s accuracy was quite well. The vehicle’s
location on the predicted track after the preview time was
used to guide the headlamp’s deflection. The headlamp was
controlled to deflect to the direction of the bend and the
headlamp’s irradiation area covered most areas of the front
bend. When the vehicle was out of the bend, the algorithm
could make the headlamp beam back on the nondeflection
location to throw light on the front straight line.

4.3. The Contrast Analysis of the Algorithm’s Control Effect

4.3.1. The Simulation Conditions

Condition 1. The initial speed was 20 km/h and the driver
accelerated to 30 km/h in the time of 11 s–13 s and kept the
velocity steady to pass through a half circle bend with the
radius of 20m.The driving strategy was to make sure that the

vehicle has no lateral offset relative to the lane’s center line.
The time parameter 𝑡𝑝 rose to 1.774 s from 1.213 s as follows:

𝑡𝑝 = 0.09 +
33.689

V
. (14)

Condition 2. The driver drove through two continuous quar-
ter circles (the radiuses were 30m and 40m) at a constant
speed of 20 km/h. The driver model used in the simulation
was a model built-in CarSim. The time parameter 𝑡𝑝 rose to
1.607 s from 1.274 s as follows:

𝑡𝑝 = 0.0333𝑟 + 0.2752. (15)

The contrast algorithm was a nonpredictive algorithm
proposed by Ishiguro and Yamada which was relatively
mature [11]. The main point of this algorithm is to control
the headlamp’s deflection to illuminate the location that the
vehicle would arrive after 3 s. The contrast simulation result
was as follows.

4.3.2. The Simulation Result Analysis

Condition 1. The headlamp’s deflection angle of the contrast
algorithm and our algorithm was shown in Figure 15. The
black dotted line was the wheel’s steering angle curve, the
solid line was the headlamp’s deflection angle curve of our
algorithm, and the dash dot linewas the headlamp’s deflection
angle curve of the contrast algorithm.

It was shown in Figure 13 that both algorithms’ headlamp
deflection angle could follow the driver’s steering angle.
Relative to our algorithm, the contrast algorithm’s headlamp
deflection angle was about 20∘ bigger at the moment 16 s.
The control effect of these two algorithms was shown in
Figure 14 by the headlamps’ irradiation area. The dotted
line represented the fixed headlamp beam, the solid line
represented the headlamp beam of our algorithm, and the
long dashed line represented the headlamp beam of the
contrast algorithm.

It was shown in Figure 14 that at the moment of 𝑡 =

10.19 s, the vehicle just arrived at the bend; both the contrast
algorithm and our algorithm could predict the vehicle’s future
track well and make the headlamp deflect to the direction
of the bend. Their deflection angles were basically the same.
Most areas of the front bend were covered by the central zone
of the headlamp’s irradiation region which meant that their
illumination effects were basically the same.

At the moment of 𝑡 = 12.27 s, the vehicle was in the bend.
The headlamp’s deflection angle of the contrast algorithmwas
bigger than our algorithm which meant that its headlamp
beam was more close to the inner side of the bend. Although
the headlamp had illuminated more regions of the front
bend, the control target of the contrast algorithm was to
illuminate the location that the vehicle would arrive after 3 s
while the driver’s preview time was 1.213–1.774 s according
to the empirical equation, so the region the driver cared
for was a region which was close to the vehicle (the purple
line in front of the vehicle) and it was not in the centre
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Figure 12: The front-lighting illumination area simulation schematic.
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(contrast algorithm and our algorithm diagram 1).

of the contrast algorithm’s illumination area which meant
that its illumination effect was not well. The future track’s
prediction and irradiation region of our algorithmweremore
precise.

At the moment of 𝑡 = 16.77 s, the vehicle was going
to be out of the bend. The headlamp’s deflection angle of
the contrast algorithm was bigger and its illumination effect
was not ideal (relative to the fixed beam, its illumination
effect could be worse). The future track’s prediction of our
algorithmwasmore precise and the headlamp’s beam covered
most of the front road which meant the illumination effect
was relatively well.

At the moment of 𝑡 = 18.86 s, the vehicle was out of the
bend. Both the contrast algorithm and our algorithm could
quit from the bend illumination mode and control the head-
lamp back to the nondeflection location to ensure the straight
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Figure 14: The front-lighting illumination area simulation schematic diagram 1.
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line’s illumination whichmeant that their illumination effects
were the same.

Condition 2. The headlamp’s deflection angle of the contrast
algorithm and our algorithm was shown in Figure 15.

Both algorithms’ deflection angle could follow the input
of the driver’s steering angle. Relative to our algorithm, the
contrast algorithm’s deflection angle was about 20∘ bigger
when the steering wheel began to deflect.

The specified control effect was shown in Figure 16 by
the headlamp’s illumination area. The explanation of the
curves was similar to Figure 14 and the result was similar to
Condition 1 which would not be analyzed again.

By the simulation result analysis of these two conditions,
the conclusions were as follows.

(1) The future track’s prediction of our algorithm was
more precise (the purple line in the image during the
entire simulation was more close to the lane’s center
line), so the algorithm would control the headlamp’s
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Figure 16: The front-lighting illumination area simulation schematic diagram 2.

deflection more precisely to ensure the front road’s
illumination effect well.

(2) Relative to the contrast algorithm, when the vehicle
was in the bend and was going to be out of the bend,
the headlamp’s deflection angle of our algorithm was
smaller; the headlamp’s beam could cover the front
road more well and make sure that the region the
driver was interested in was in the central zone of
the headlamp’s beamwhichmeant better illumination
effect.

(3) When the vehicle was just in the bend and was out
of the bend after a while, the headlamp’s deflection
angle of both algorithms was the same and their
illumination effects were basically the same too.

In summary, the proposed algorithm could predict the
vehicle’s future track more precisely; on the basis of it, the
headlamp’s deflection angle was controlled to improve the
front road’s illumination condition effectively. Meanwhile,
the proposed algorithm could make sure that the central
zone of the headlamp’s beam coveredmore regions which the
driver was interested in.

5. Conclusion

The previous road experiment has found that the preview
distance increased linearly with the velocity and the road
curvature radius’s increasing. Based on this rule, the precise
preview distance was acquired by the eye tracker.The average
preview time under the speed of 10–30 km/h is 1.70 s. Under
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the curvature radius of (20–40)m, the average preview time
is 1.44 s. An empirical model of the preview distance was pro-
posed which accorded with the driver’s visual characteristics.

Based on the dynamic predict algorithm of the vehicle’s
future track using the driver’s best preview acceleration
model, the algorithm’s fixed preview time was modified by
road experiments and a full AFS algorithm was developed
based on the algorithm. The future track’s prediction of the
proposed algorithm was precise.

Finally, by the cosimulation of CarSim and LabVIEW, the
headlamp’s illumination area and the vehicle’s future track
of different time were analyzed in detail in the bend driving
process. The illumination effect was analyzed in two aspects
and was compared with a mature nonpredictive algorithm.
The result showed that the control effect was obvious and the
algorithm had a good application prospect.
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